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all about us
our belief

We’re all co-creators. We’re happiest when work feels effortless, and our world-input enriches the
environment and people around us. Whether a writer, performer, lawyer, teacher, tech geek, gardener,
truck driver, pastor or musician, the best life is lived when we apply what’s unique about us towards making
the ordinary into something – extraordinary. CME’s uniqueness lies in its talent for combining sounds to
produce harmony and imagery that expresses emotion through music and motion pictures. We aspire to
make compelling art that provides anyone listening or watching the opportunity to flex their own
imagination. Come enjoy the sights & sounds that are creative Mood entertainment.
our purpose

Founded by Steve Brown in 2007, Creative Mood Entertainment is a channel that breathes life into ideas
resulting in compelling digital cinema, original music and remarkable contemporary art. As a company,
CME is driven by our ability to draw artistic inspiration from contemporary social dilemmas, innovative
ideas or, through reimagining classic themes as an avenue for avant-garde storytelling. We relay these
stories to our followers through state-of-the-art recordings and high quality micro-budget (HQMB) motion
pictures made available to the public via world-wide digital audio and visual streaming platforms.
our principles

Honor free-flowing ideas and the space to write, sketch or compose without boundaries
Demonstrate courage in reshaping ideas into experiences others will understand and enjoy
Avoid compromises that sacrifice the visionary essence of unconventional ideas or concepts
Always bring to market art that’s self-generated, honest and closest to the original inspiration
Trust and collaborate openly with professionals who’ll respect and reflect our principles
our team

Steve Brown, Founder/Creative Director
Cedric Wainwright, VP of Development & Production
Stephanie Pearson, Digital Distribution Coordinator
Kristina Portillo, Social Impact & Media Manager
creative mood entertainment @ work
digital cinema division

●
●
●
●

Movie Concept Incubation & Spec Script Development
Collaborative Revisioning (genre, story, script & runtime suitability)
HQMB Digital Short Production* (standalone non-feature or feature point-in-time)
Screenplay Optioning (pitch and contracting)

music division

● Writing, Arranging, Studio Production & Mixing
● Publishing & Digital Distribution
● Digital Opera Production*
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